Good morning everyone,
I generally comment around this time of year on
how fast the year has passed but somehow this
year, for me anyhow, has gone at about the right
pace for a change, as it does feel like twelve
months since we last celebrated Christmas.
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I hope you are all set for the big day on Tuesday
& for those folks who won’t get time to check
back on the website beforehand, let me wish you
a wonderful Christmas now.
For those new to the website in the past twelve
months I just want to mention that I update the
site 365 days a year, as there are people out
there who won’t have anyone to share their
Christmas with so I like to do a quick update
when I get home from my sisters on Christmas
Day, especially for them.

Sunday, December 23, 2018
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However it may be later than usual as I generally
spend the whole day there & so it may be after
6pm before I get back to do the update.
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Image 1: I now have three paper collections
sitting on file, there were four but I subsequently
went off the one that was my favourite when I
finished it - so I am going with this colourful
pansies collection instead.
Image 2: I created a whole bunch of these pretty
decoupages at some point & for some odd
reason decided to stop when I had completed the
eleventh one – unless I have uploaded on at some
point by mistake?
So at this point there are eleven in the series to

collect, though I may decide to
round off the numbers & do
another one before we get to the
end of them?
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Image 3: A new design set where I
have used the same image
resource file that I used to create
the most recent oval decoupages
with.

Image 7: Something for the kids page
now, two decoupaged pirate toppers in
different sizes, so two for the price of one
as it were.

As ever there are four images, each
with its own background sheet & all
in one downloadable file.
Image 4: Another of those oval
decoupages that you still seem to
like so much, this one depicts a little
girl playing dress up with her dolls
whilst out in the garden.
Image5: Another new design for the
men’s page now, this features men
flying an vintage aircraft, & happily
I don’t think I have ever used this
image before!
I do tend to hone in on the same
images in my resource files
repeatedly I just hope that I use
them in different formats each
time!
Image 6: I mentioned last week
when I uploaded one of the sheets
that I had selected a small part of
that image to create other sheets
from & this is the first of those.

I used a small grouping of flowers from
that sheet to create the frame on this
one, & as I had space on the page I have
added a couple of them to embellish your
frame or project with.

Image 8: The second sheet from the small
series of framed canine toppers, which
were simply my release from working on
all things Christmas!
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I will try to find some nice feline images in
my resource files, & follow these canine
toppers up with some of those.
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Image 9: Another of the oval decoupage
formats that I know you like. Here I have
used an image from the vintage fashions
resource file that I know I have already
used in another format in the past.
But as I said earlier, somehow I am drawn
back to the same images repeatedly?
I have decided that I will probably split the
weekend housework up over today &
tomorrow, though I may forget I have
made that decision & get it all done today
anyhow!
Catch you all later.

Rita x

